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Control Cable installation: Best Practice 
Years of experience has taught Irri-Gator Product’s technical personnel that it is virtually impossible 

to predict an installation’s sensitivity to surges (whether from power supply side, lightning or 

inductive current) or its sensitivity to Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) or Electromagnetic 

Interference (EMI).  

In the case of surges we mostly have a proactive approach since we have learned to do the best you 

can from the start (yet budget constraints could unfortunately hamper such efforts, also nothing can 

provide 100% protection against lightning). With THD and EMI, in most cases we will however have a 

more reactive approach – if there is a problem, we will address it – else save your money. There is 

however a few basic, relatively economical steps that one can take during installation already in 

order to reduce the risk and effects of surge damage or interference (THD or EMI) and at same time 

minimize maintenance cost. 

This document covers basic practical installation considerations regarding extra low and low voltage 

power supply to control devices, as well as control and monitoring circuits from such devices to extra 

low voltage auxiliary equipment with the aim to mitigate potential problems. The document is not 

intended as a comprehensive guide with regards to power supply, earth networks and protection. 

For more detailed information regarding protection and safety considerations, please refer to SANS 

10142i. Note that in South Africa, SANS 10142-1:2017 now also applies to external power supply 

wiring of extra low voltage applications (<50 VAC and <120 VDC) and include agricultural 

applications among others.ii  

1. Definitions 

 

1.1 Power Surge 

Definition: “an unexpected, temporary, uncontrolled increase in current or voltage in an 

electrical circuit; a voltage spike” [yourdictionary.com] 

The source of this voltage spike could be due to a fault originating at the supply side (power 

utility or generator). This could be due to “single phasing” in a 3-phase system, where a live 

phase is lost, the loss of the neutral conductor, under-usage by other users on the grid, 

incorrect or faulty transformer tapping etc. Surges can also be caused by lightning and in 

extreme cases due to inductive current where the electromagnetic field in one conductor 

(usually carrying a higher voltage), influence the current / voltage in a second conductor that 

runs parallel to the first one. 
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A poor earth system could create voltage potential difference between two points of an 

installation and will magnify the potential damage caused by power surges. 

1.2 Harmonics 

Harmonic voltages and currents in an electric power system are a result of non-linear 

electric loads and are typically caused by switch-type power supplies, fluorescent lights, 

UPSes, VSDs etc.   

Worst case, harmonic frequencies in the power grid can be a cause of power quality 

problems. Harmonics in power systems result in increased heating in the equipment and 

conductors, misfiring in variable speed drives, and torque pulsations in motors. More often 

however it will only cause interference with (mostly unshielded and economy range) 

electronics and controllers. Reduction of the detrimental effects of harmonics (and other 

harmful effects caused by electrical equipment) is however required by SANSiii and therefore 

all means possible should be pursued to do so. This includes following best practice cabling 

guidelines. 

Total harmonic distortion or THD is a common measurement of the level of harmonic 

distortion present in power systems. 

THD can be related to either current 

harmonics or voltage harmonics, and 

it is defined as the ratio of total 

harmonics to the value at 

fundamental frequency x 100%. 

[Wikipedia.org] 

According to international standards 

a level of <3% is required for medical 

grade installations and <5% is still 

seen as acceptable for other less 

sensitive installations. 

NB: All non-linear electrical load generators, including VSDs, will cause some level of 

harmonic distortion, even if it does operate within the SANS standard related to this 

phenomenon. Standards pertaining to acceptable levels of THD do however not pertain to 

just one component in the system, but to the TOTAL installation and is measured at the 

Point of Common Coupling (PCC). Factors that influence THD includes, but is not limited to: 

cable diameter and distance, quality of earth, supply side transformer size, quality of 

power entering your premises etc. A further complication is that, as with EMI, some 3rd 

party equipment might be more sensitive than others. This makes it extremely difficult to 

predict whether relatively expensive counter- measure should be installed from the start – 

hence our more reactive approach to this.  

  

Figure 1 - Example of the effect of harmonic distortion on an 
AC Sine Wave. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_quality
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1.3 Electromagnetic Interference 

EMI (electromagnetic interference) is the disruption of operation of an electronic device 

when it is in the vicinity of an electromagnetic field (EM field) in the radio frequency (RF) 

spectrum that is caused by another electronic device. [techtarget.com] 

2. Best Installation Practice 

 

2.1 Positioning and Shielding of Electrical Equipment 

 

2.1.1 Position electrical equipment where it will be readily accessible for installation, 

maintenance and repairiv. The same approach should apply to cabling where 

possible. 

2.1.2 Do not install potentially sensitive electronic equipment close to (or in the same 

enclosure as) devices like VSDs that has the potential to generate harmonic 

distortions or EMI. 

2.1.3 Shield potentially sensitive electronic equipment by installing it in metal 

enclosures. 

 

2.2 Earth System 

Ensure that a quality earth network is in place. According to SANS, an earth bonding system 

of < 0.2 Ohm is required in South Africav. Establishing a high quality ground / earth system 

includes, but is not limited to: 

2.2.1 Separation of Earth and Neutral Conductorsvi. Although these two conductors 

are for example both jointed together on the star side of a supply transformer, 

the Neutral is a current carrying conductor, while the earth conductor is for 

protection only and should be left current freevii (Figure 2). Using the same 

conductor for both E and N will reduce the effectiveness of any surge protection 

installed in the system. Accidental disconnect of the conductor, if a shared 

conductor is used for E and N, a single phase 110 V or 220 V systems might 

experience a power increase up to 240 V or 400 V, which will fry your 

equipment. 

As an alternative, if separation of E and N is not practical or financially viable, 

the installation of an isolating transformer could be investigated (e.g. 400:240V). 

 

2.2.2 Use of a copper conductor of at least the same diameter as the live conductors 

in the power system as the Earth conductor. Using only the armoured shielding 

of a cable is not enoughviii. 

Figure 2 - Separation of Earth and Neutral Conductors 
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2.2.3 Installation of earth pegs at the transformer (should be standard) and at each 

outlet / building on the local low voltage grid. Also ensuring that all these pegs 

are interconnected and that connections are bonded properlyix. In very sensitive 

installations, it might be advisable to contact an earth expert to do a risk 

assessmentx that will include analysing soil samples as to determine how a 

quality earth network can be established. His findings might result in the use of 

longer earth pegs, special preparation of the area where the peg is to be 

installed or the establishment of an earth mat instead of relying on single pegs. 

Establishing a proper ground / earth system is the first step to protect electronic equipment 

against power surges, harmonics and EMIxi. 

2.3 Phase Balance and Surge Protection 

 

2.3.1 In a multiphase system, ensure that phases are balancedxii. This will potentially 

reduce the effects of harmonic interference and other harmful phenomena. 

2.3.2 A multi-tier approach should be taken when installing surge arrestors. Some 

equipment, like a VSD, might come with surge arrestors, but might only be 

sufficient for secondary protection. Primary protection should already be 

installed at the distribution enclosure. The decision to install Class I vs Class II 

protection at this level will likely be influenced by the budget available, but SANS 

require at least Class II at the distribution boardxiii. As previously mentioned, the 

quality of your earth plays a major role in effectiveness of any surge protection 

devicesxiv. 

 

2.4 Wiring Considerations 

 

2.4.1 Select conductor size according to 

SANS standardsxv. 

2.4.2 Use braided (double) shielded cables 

(Figure 3) for your control or signal 

cables. Earth the braided shield on 

one side at a common pointxvi. In some 

cases “Surfix” cable (that has a metal 

insulation) or installation of normal cables in “Bosal” steel conduit might be 

sufficient (See Figure 4). Standardizing on a combination of braided shield cables 

installed in steel conduit will be first prize.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - Braided Shield Cable 

Figure 4 - Control cable 
installed in metal 
conduit and high voltage 
cables separated from 
control cable (2.4.2 and 
2.4.4) 

Metal Conduit 

Separated Control & Power Cables 
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2.4.3 Wiring and Installation of Transducers and other Electronic  Sensors: 

 

2.4.3.1 Use a 0.75 mm or smaller diameter cable only (since sensors in general do 

not carry current, this will be sufficient). 

2.4.3.2 Use braided (double) shielded cable (Figure 3) as described in point 2.4.2xvii. 

2.4.3.3 Although seemingly crude, we have found that installing a simple glass fuse 

(50 mA) on a 4 – 20 mA sensor cable has the potential to protect the system 

to a large degree against power surges. 

2.4.3.4 Installation of surge arrestors that are specifically designed for 4 – 20 mA 

sensor circuits are at times even more expensive than the sensor itself, but 

is an option. Effectiveness of such devices will largely depend on the quality 

of the earth network. 

2.4.3.5 Isolate the transducer or sensor from any metal structures or pipes by 

means of non-conductive elements. For example, use a PVC or PP bush 

between your pressure transducer and a metal pipe. 

2.4.3.6 Make sure that metal structure or pipe is properly earthed (bonded) as 

described in point 2.2xviii. 

2.4.3.7 Seal the cable connector with silicone tape around the cable gland as well as 

the connector side. Silicone spray can also be used on the screw terminals to 

expel moisture. 

 

2.4.4 Positioning and fixing of cablesxix: 

 

2.4.4.1 Separate any signal or control cable from high voltage carrying cablesxx. This 

will reduce the risk of EMI, harmonic interference or surges due to 

conductive current (Figure 4). 

 

Recommended distance to keep is 0.5 – 1 m. If possible try to keep the 1 m 

recommendation. This will likely mean two sets of cable rack is required, 

one for high voltage and one for control cables.  

In trenches this is likely not possible. Try to keep the high voltage cables on 

one side and the control cable on the other side of the trench. The backfill 

soil will assist with shielding. 

Signal / Control Cables include: Pressure 

transducer cables, low voltage switching 

cables (24VAC), digital input cables from 

fertilizer and water meters, CAT5 LAN 

cables and antenna cables. 

2.4.4.2 Make use of cable trays and trunking to lift 

cables off the floor. Water and fertilizer 

corrodes insulation and leads to short 

circuits. Avoid clamping cables to pipes or 

fittings that might in future be replacedxxi. Figure 5 - Cable Tray 
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2.4.4.3 Use UV resistant cables when working outdoorsxxii and do not install cables 

on surfaces that can potentially get very hot (corrugated iron sheets for 

example). 

2.4.4.4 Avoid cables with single strand cores, rather use cables with multi-stranded 

cores. 

2.4.4.5 Use lugs or ferrules where possible to avoid bad contactsxxiii. 

2.4.4.6 Avoid joining cables. Rather order a cable of the correct length. If a 

connection is necessary, solder the wires and install in a watertight epoxy 

connector. Keep the joint above ground and / or at a workable height for 

future troubleshootingxxiv. 

2.4.4.7 Mark cables at both ends with a durable label to assist installation and 

future troubleshooting. 

2.4.4.8 Do not over-tighten terminals, but do check all connections before 

commissioning and at least every 3 months thereafter.   

 

2.5 Additional measures 

If interference is still experienced after above measures has been implemented, it might be 

necessary to install more expensive filters or reactors, for example an AC Input Reactor 

and/or a DC Reactor will decrease harmonic feedback generated by a VSD into the power 

grid. An EMI filter installed on the influenced device’ power supply might resolve EM related 

issues and Signal isolators might improve the quality and compatibility of analogue signals. 

Also see Endnotexxv. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6- AC Input Reactor; DC Reactor; EMI Filter 
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